Violence

Violence when people hear that hear that word they think of hitting, fighting physical abuse and guns. Violence can also be mentally it can affect or even damage your life in many ways.

Violence has affected my life in some ways like I played or watched too much violent things so much that I got used to it and see it daily so when I see it I don’t take it very serious or I laugh. But violence can be very serious in real life I personally seen it impact many people I know or even when I am outside like violence can get so serious that it can hurt many people and even kill them. That can impact their life really bad and it can lead them to a great depression.

Well in my opinion the causes of youth violence is mostly TV videogames well mostly technology and I say that because when people see thing on TV or some were else they think its cool and want to mimic it because they think it is fun and they don’t know that it is impacting someone else deeply. Even the TV shows that we all know and love are violent like Tom and Jerry and even SpongeBob is violent. Then there is videogames those are the most violent I say that because videogames have a ton of
violence they have killing fighting guns blood and swears and some kids see
and hear that and think it is ok because they say that. Last but not least
bullying some kids at home are tormented by there own family members by
getting hit or beat and when they school they hit and bully other kids.

There isn’t many things that I can do I am to small lazy and who will
listen to one kid but if I were to start I would start by joining a club that
deals with those kind of issues. If that doesn’t work out I will start with my
own family I would go to all the little ones and teach them not to be violent
because at a small age they still have a time to change. Then I would go to
there parents and tell them if there kids start or become violent I would tell
them to give there kids a time out. Like my mom works at a day care and
when the kids act violent my mom also gives them a time out. If not I would
create my own youth violent club to help out around my own community.

As you can see violence can have a cause and affect on yourself and
other people and if you don’t act now all bad things will happen and if u don
act well just think that you are saving at least one persons life. So don’t think
for yourself…..well do think for yourself but think for other people in your
own community town or street.